JOB DESCRIPTION:
DEPARTMENT:
REPORTS TO:
TYPE:
DATE UPDATED:

.Net Developer
Programming
IT Director
Full Time
Jan 21, 2019

JOB SUMMARY:
The .Net Developer’s role is to build the operations end of the organization’s systems and keep them running
smoothly. This includes designing, building, testing and implementing new Web based and console
applications; integrating sites with back end applications; and performing day-to-day administration of the
organization’s online services portfolio. Use of Microsoft Visual Studio is required.
ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS (include, but not limited to):









Utilize established development tools, guidelines and conventions including but not limited to ASP.NET, SQL Server,
HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and C#/VB.NET
Prepare and maintain code for various .Net applications and resolve any defects in systems. Must be comfortable
working with both legacy and modern technologies.
Prepare test based applications for various .Net applications.
Enhance existing systems by analyzing business objectives, preparing an action plan and identifying areas for
modification and improvement
Manage defect tracking system and resolve all issues and prepare update for systems.
Investigate and develop skills in new technologies as needed
Monitor everyday activities of system and provide required support.

QUALIFICATIONS:

Minimum 3 years experience in .Net Development, both ASP.NET Web Forms and ASP.NET MVC

Minimum 1 year experience in .Net Web API development

Minimum 1 year experience with Entity Framework 4+

Ability to develop applications in. NET Framework utilizing C#, VB.NET and ASP.NET. Experience with .Net Core is a
strong plus

Must have strong HTML background and an understanding of JavaScript, and jQuery

Solid understanding of OOP principals

Familiarity with Design Patterns; experience with Repository Pattern and Unit of Work is a strong plus.
CHARACTER:

Smart, flexible, friendly and professional

Good communicator

Maintain sense of urgency

Straightforward, honest, team player

Creative imagination and ability to evaluate new technologies as they are introduced

Comfortable working independently as well as in team environment
COMPENSATION:

Salary

Health, Optical, Dental, Orthodontic Insurance, 401k, Profit Sharing
SUBMIT RESUME TO:
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Human Resource Manager
Urner Barry Publications
P.O. Box 389
Toms River, NJ 08753
Fax: 732-341-0891
E-mail careers@urnerbarry.com
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